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Abstract— Traditionally term-based & word-based approaches used for information filtering. Topic model has used
for discovering unseen topics in a set of credentials. In topic model most commonly used LDA which generates a
structural model to represent multiple topics. Term-based & Word-based approaches have disadvantages which are
polysemy & synonymy. The pattern mining technique used in field of topic modeling generates model for finding out
more meaningful & discriminative topics from collection of documents. The pattern enhanced topic model used in the
field of information filtering for finding out most appropriate user interested data from a collection of documents.
Index Terms— Information filtering, LDA, Pattern mining, Pattern enhanced topic model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information filtering is a classification that eliminates redundant & superfluous information from a set of credentials.
It is usually applied to input data which based on user interested data. If it is a method that is managing large information
flows. Pattern based techniques have been operating in the vicinity of information filtering & realized a quantity of
enhancements on efficiency [1]. Information system gets user interest or user information needs. The user always needs
information from large amounts of data. This set of documents which consist of more useful addict’s desired information
is created by using information filtering system.
Topic modeling techniques it is a probabilistic model for collection of discrete data. Discrete data it is a collection of
text & it has approved, by text mining & machine learning communities. It represents probabilistic distributions which
break relationships between associated words. Topic model it can classify documents in a set of topics & every document
produces with multiple topics & their related distributions [2]. LDA it is a generative probabilistic topic modeling
techniques used for discovering topic.
The pattern enhanced topic model representing topics using patterns which make it possible to interpret the topics
with semantic meanings. The pattern enhanced topic model can be used in the area of information filtering for
constructing a content-based user interest modeling. A pattern mining technique utilized in a topic model which carry
more semantic meaning in topic patterns in topic model. Pattern can use to represent document more accurate &
meaningful.
II. TOPIC MODEL
Topic model it is probabilistic text modeling technique. Topic modeling used to discover number of topics of
document where each topic is consist as a number of words. Topic model gives an interpretable representation of the
document with a manageable number of topics.
Two approaches used in topic model which is Latent Dirchilet Allocation (LDA) & probabilistic latent semantic
analysis (pLSA). A Probabilistic LSA model which is a generative data model can provide a solid statistical foundation.
LDA it is a mixture of a tiny quantity of topics & topic & that every statement configuration is endorsed to one of the
credentials topics.
LDA is a one of the examples of a topic model and it also was first offered as a graphical model for topic discovery
[3].The LDA technique attracted due to its robust & interpretable topic representation. The idea behind LDA first
assumes the same number of topics which are distributed over words.
In LDA D is a collection of credentials {d1,d2,….,dm} & m is total number of credentials. The representation of the
LDA topic model results at three levels. At the first level is documented level in that each document di represented by
topic distribution 𝜃𝑑 𝑖 = (𝜗𝑑 𝑖,1 , 𝜗𝑑 𝑖,2 , … . . 𝜗𝑑 𝑖,𝑣 ). v is the hold value of number of topics. Second is collection level, D is set
which consists collection of topics. Each topic consists of a probability distribution over words 𝜙j for topic j. Third is
word level in that considered word occurrence into the topics.
III. PATTERN ENHANCED TOPIC MODEL
Pattern mining techniques carry semantic meaning & more understandable rather than only words. Pattern enhanced
topics representation is more accurate & more meaningful rather than word based topic representations. Pattern carries
more identifiable meaning.
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The pattern Enhanced topic model technique is to use repeated patterns created from each transaction datasets Γj to
represent Zj for particular minimum support threshold 𝜎 , an itemset X which in Γ j is considered as frequent if
supp(X)>=𝜎, where supp(X) is indicate support of X which is the number of transaction in Γ j that consists X. The
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 (𝑥)
frequency of item set X is defined Γ .
𝑗

IV. PATTERN ENHANCED TOPIC MODEL FOR INFORMATION FILTERING
Information filtering system that removes unwanted or unnecessary information from an incoming information
stream by use of automated or computerized methods [4]. Pattern enhanced topic model use in areas of the IF system to
extract relevant data which based on user interest.
The idea behind pattern enhanced topic model is first find out number of topics v from a collection of documents D.
After applying LDA to D construct transactional datasets which is {Γ1, Γ2,…, Γv}. After generating transactional datasets,
find out PBTM representation for set of U= {Xz1, Xz2… Xzv} & each Xzi is collection of repeated pattern generate from
transactional dataset Γi. After pattern enhanced topic representations find Equivalence classes which denoted as E(Zi)
which is set of {ECi1,……..,ECini} for topic Zi .

Fig. Structure of pattern enhanced topic model for information filtering.
Information filtering it is system first given irrelevant document as input. Then topic model in that firstly applies the
LDA technique to the documents. Then create a new transactional dataset from a set of document. The next step is a
creating pattern from transactional datasets. After generating pattern find out the most useful pattern from a set of
patterns. Then most appropriate data extracted from the document. This is relevant data which is based on user interest.
V. CONCLUSION
Pattern enhanced topic model use in the area of the Information Filtering system to produce more semantic & a
discriminative representation for topics. Each topic to represent by a word distribution & also document represented with
topic distributions. The pattern enhanced topic model effectively increased performance of information filtering system.
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